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Abstract
Background: intelligibility of phonological disorder. Aim: to compare the intelligibility of phonological disorder analyzed by three distinct groups of judges. Method: the research consisted of two samples: one sample was composed by 30 individuals with phonological disorder (assessed individuals) and the other sample was composed by the judges (speech-language therapists, laypeople and mothers). The spontaneous speech of children (i.e. three narratives of logical sequences) was analyzed by the different judges according to instructions given for intelligibility identification. For the data analysis, the mode of 90 sets of narratives was performed. The Kappa Concordance Analysis was then used to investigate statistical significance. Results: the statistical analysis indicates greater concordance between the judges for the end assessment possibilities (good and insufficient). Concordance among all judges was substantial in the identification of good intelligibility. Judgment of regular intelligibility was the most difficult. Conclusion: it was observed that the more unintelligible the speech, the more severe its classification by the groups of judges.
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Resumo
Tema: a inteligibilidade do desvio fonológico. Objetivo: comparar a inteligibilidade julgada do desvio fonológico a partir da análise de três grupos distintos de julgadores. Método: a pesquisa foi composta de duas amostras, uma amostra julgada (30 sujeitos com desvio fonológico) e outra julgadora (fonoaudiólogas, leigas e mães). Foi analisada a falsa espontânea das crianças através da narração de três sequências lógicas, as quais foram analisadas pelas julgadoras, acompanhadas por algumas questões para marcação da inteligibilidade. Para análise dos dados, foi realizada a MODA das 90 narrativas, possibilitando a análise estatística dos dados através da análise de concordância-Kappa. Resultados: a análise mostrou maior concordância entre os grupos de juízes para os extremos das possibilidades de julgamento (boa e insuficiente). A concordância entre todos os grupos de julgadores foi substancial para o julgamento da inteligibilidade boa sendo mais difícil o julgamento da inteligibilidade regular. Conclusão: observou-se que quanto mais foi julgada ininteligível a fala, mais severa foi a sua classificação pelos grupos de julgadores participantes.

Palavras-Chave: Crianças; Distúrbio Fonológico; Inteligibilidade de Fala; Julgamento.

Referenciar este material como:
Introduction

Speech intelligibility is the degree of clarity with which each emission is understood by most listeners 1.

The speech of children with phonological disorder may lead to a limited phonetic inventory and a simplified phonologic system, which may result in an unintelligible speech, causing problems in communication. Therefore, social interaction may be impaired, as the disorder leads to a decrease in intelligibility 2.

The degree of speech intelligibility has important implications for therapeutic planning and for controlling the effectiveness of therapy in children with phonological disorder 3. However, it is still difficult to measure intelligibility, since there are many variables that may influence it, such as knowledge of the context and experience of the listener with the speaker's "mistakes" 4.

Intelligibility is investigated in studies that consider different characteristics of the speaker, such as the case of children with hearing problems 5-7, children with problems in expressive speech 7, and children with phonological disorder 2,4,8-10. However, studies that consider the perceptual analysis of intelligibility based on the assessment of different judges (mothers, speech therapists, laypeople) have not been found.

Thus, this study aimed at comparing the intelligibility of phonological disorder assessed by three different groups of judges.

Methods

The research

This study is characterized by its quantitative and transversal nature, and has two samples, one composed by the subjects to be assessed and the other composed by the judges. It was developed through the project "Correlation between Speech Intelligibility and the Degree of Severity of the Phonological Disorder based on the Analysis of Three Distinct Groups of Judges", registered under CEP No 106/05.

Participants

The sample to be assessed consisted of 30 children diagnosed with phonological disorder, aged from 4:1 to 7:11, from which 20 (66.7%) were boys and 10 (33.3%) were girls. A specific authorization of the participants was requested to the parents, using the Term of Free and Informed Consent.

The other sample was composed by three groups of judges, which were: five women without daily contact with children with or without alterations in their speech, who did not know anything about the issue, called the group of "laypeople"; five speech therapists or undergraduate students of Speech Therapy, called the group of "speech therapists"; and five mothers of the subjects analyzed, which were called the group of "mothers". All the adult judges were native speakers of Brazilian Portuguese (BP), and were asked a specific authorization using the Term of Free and Informed Consent.

The speech therapists, just like the laypeople, were responsible for the higher education of five (100%) participants. As for their marital status, five (100%) of the laypeople were single, like most speech therapists (80%), whereas four (80%) mothers were married.

Procedures

The subjects underwent a speech evaluation (comprehensive and expressive language; stomatognathic system; articulatory examination), a phonological evaluation and an auditory one.

The phonological evaluation was done with the help of the pictures of the ABFW Test 11, which made it possible to obtain the linguistic sample of the children through exercises of naming and spontaneous speech. The data were recorded, phonetically transcribed and analyzed.

Based on contrastive analysis, the child's phonological system was determined, considering the criteria proposed by Bernhardt 12. After that, the Percentage of Consonants Correct (PCC) was calculated 13.

After the evaluation of the PCC and the classification of the severity of the phonological disorder, it was found that most children in the research (13), which corresponds to 43.3%, presented mild phonological disorder (10 boys and 3 girls). In the mild-moderate degree of phonological disorder there were 10 (33.33%) subjects, who were five boys and five girls. Four subjects (three boys and one girl) presented a moderate-severe degree of phonological disorder, and three subjects (two boys and one girl) presented a severe degree.

In addition, a narrative test based on the thematic pictures taken from New Dimension in Text Production (Nova Dimensão em Produção de Textos)14 was given to them, resulting in a sample of spontaneous speech that could be analyzed by...
the groups of judges. Three different logical sequences ("clown", "ball" and "duck"), with three pictures each, were used for the collection of the narratives. The stories narrated by the children were recorded, transcribed and edited, excluding possible interferences of the researcher during the narrations. The duration of all the narratives was standardized to 20 seconds each.

After editing the spontaneous narratives of the 30 children, the 90 narratives (3 per child) were randomly copied onto CDs, with an interval of 10 seconds between each narrative, so that it could later be presented to the judges.

The 90 narratives were presented to the judges, from Speech 1 to Speech 90, together with a questionnaire for identifying and characterizing the participants, as well as the grade for indicating the degree of intelligibility. The judges had to listen to each narrative and indicate the intelligibility considering the speech alterations produced by each subject. The possible marks concerning intelligibility were: 9: Insufficient (when few words were understood and the subject had difficulties in understanding the main topic of the message); Regular (when at least half of the words could be understood and the subject could understand the main topic of the message); and Good (when it was possible to understand almost every word and to understand the content of the message).

Analysis

Based on the assessment by the groups of judges, it was possible to get the Mode (Mo) of the 90 narratives and to establish the Mode of the assessments for each subject. In total, it was possible to obtain the Mode of the three narratives of the 30 subjects. There were times when it was not possible to have a Mode in the assessments among the judges, as well as for each narrative for each subject.

Kappa Statistics was used to check the association among the variables, and Landis and Koch (1977) classification was used to check the degree of concordance, which was: no concordance (< 0.00); poor (0.00 - 0.19); regular (0.20 - 0.39), moderate (0.40 - 0.59); substantial (0.60 - 0.79); almost perfect (0.80 - 1.00).

Results

Table 1 presents the results related to the intelligibility assessed by the judges and the concordance among the groups of speech therapists, mothers, and laypeople.

We can see in Table 1 that the degree of concordance among the speech therapists to good and insufficient intelligibility was moderate. As to the judgments for regular intelligibility, this group presented regular concordance.

It was not possible to determine the Mode of two subjects (6.7%) because the speech therapists did not reach a consensus on their assessments. The concordance to these subjects was poor (0.019) in this group.

As for the group of mothers, we could observe that there was no Mode in the assessment of five (16.7%) subjects. The concordance to good and insufficient intelligibility was regular. The degree of concordance to regular intelligibility was poor (0.037) (Table 1), just like to the subjects without Mode.

As for the group of laypeople, it was possible to see that there was no Mode in the assessment of three subjects. The concordance to good and low intelligibility was substantial in this group. Besides, the concordance to regular intelligibility was regular. The concordance to the subjects without Moda was poor (0.185) (Table 1) in this group.

Table 2 presents the concordances between the groups of judges (speech therapists x mothers, speech therapists x laypeople and mothers x laypeople) to the intelligibility.

It was possible to see that, between the speech therapists and the mothers, the concordance was substantial to the classification of the good intelligibility. As for the intelligibilities judged as regular or insufficient, the degree of concordance between the speech therapists and the mothers was regular, just like for the subjects without Mode, who had concordance between these groups.

As for the degree of concordance between the speech therapists and the laypeople (Table 2), the same was substantial for the good intelligibility, whereas for the insufficient intelligibility it was moderate, and for the regular intelligibility the degree of concordance was regular. There was no concordance (-0.087) between the speech therapists and the laypeople for the subjects without Mode (Table 2).

We observed that the degree of concordance between the mothers and the laypeople was almost perfect for the good speech intelligibility. The concordance between these groups was regular for the insufficient and the regular intelligibilities. There was no concordance between the mothers and the laypeople (-0.143) for the subjects without Mode (Table 2).
Table 3 presents the degree of concordance to intelligibility (insufficient, regular and good) among all the judges (speech therapists x mothers x laypeople). We can see that the degree of concordance among all the groups of judges was substantial for the good intelligibility. Besides, the moderate concordance was established for the insufficient intelligibility. As for the regular speech intelligibility, the concordance among the groups of judges was regular. For the subjects without Mode there was no concordance (-0.012) to speech intelligibility among the judges.

Discussion

There was more tolerance concerning the assessment of the subjects' narratives by the speech therapists, if compared to the assessment by the mothers and by the laypeople. The degree of concordance to intelligibility among the speech therapists was probably due to their experience and knowledge of speech disorder 4.

Based on the assessments by the speech therapists for speech intelligibility, the results presented in this research are not similar to those found in other research 9 done with speech therapy students and speech therapists as judges. The authors found that most subjects were classified by the judges as having good speech intelligibility, followed by regular and, at last, insufficient intelligibility.

We observed that there was a higher concordance among the groups of judges in relation to the extremes of the possibilities of assessment (i.e. good and insufficient intelligibility), which demonstrates that it is easier to identify and assess the subjects with these intelligibilities. In addition, we found that the degree of concordance was greater higher the laypeople than in the other groups (substantial) to good and insufficient intelligibility. For all the groups of judges the degree of concordance to the subjects without Mode was poor.

The fact that the concordance to intelligibility between the assessments by the speech therapists and by the mothers was substantial or regular can be justified by references that point out that the same pattern becomes familiar when the listener gets used to it 15, or, besides, that experience with speech disorder may affect intelligibility 4. This would explain the concordances among the groups, as both the speech therapists and the mothers in this research have contact and experience with speech disorder.

It was possible to observe the almost perfect concordance (0.831) for the assessment of the good intelligibility only among the mothers and the laypeople.

In Table 3 we could see that the concordance among the speech therapists, the mothers and the laypeople was greater (substantial) for the assessment of the good intelligibility (0.84), which shows that it may be easier to assess intelligibility in its extremes. As for the regular speech intelligibility there was higher concordance (regular 0.299), which demonstrates the higher discrepancy in the assessments of the intermediate possibilities of classification.
Conclusions

It was possible to conclude that the regular concept was the most used by all the groups in their assessments. We found that the degree of concordance among the groups was higher for the speech intelligibility judged as good, probably because of the fact that the narratives were more easily understood by the judges.

Therefore, it is suggested that intelligibility assessments are more easily done by the judges when it is in one of the extremes of assessment (i.e. good and insufficient), whereas it is more difficult to judge and classify the regular intelligibility.
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